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Due 8 October 2018, 1 pm

Submission instructions

You will submit two files: one PDF filea including all plots, tables and interpretations
and one command file (R-file) with all commands used to answer the exercise and no
superfluous commands.
R Markdown files in PDF format that include both code and interpretation will also be
accepted.b

Please ensure that the file names contain your student number and the module code
(POL50070), in the following format: Homework1 POL50070 18123456.pdf and
Homework1 POL50070 18123456.R.

Your name should not appear in either the file name or the file contents.

Please send both files to jos.elkink@ucd.ie

aWord files will be sent back—note that newer versions of Word can easily save to PDF format.
bIf you only have the HTML version, you can open it in a web browser and then print to PDF.

(5%) of the grade for the evaluation of the clarity / presentation of your command file,
including the use of comments, clear variable names, and whitespace.

Data

The data set we will use will be the replication data for Hildebrandt, Hillebrecht and Holm
(2013), which is available through the Harvard Dataverse.1 Figure 1 gives you an indication
what the Dataverse page should look like and where you can download the file. The file should
be downloaded in Stata format, regardless of which software you use for your assignment.

1https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/HURLOT
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Figure 1: Download page for the data on the Harvard Dataverse.
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Each line in this data set represents a single vote by a member of the House or the Senate in
the US Congress. So there is a line for each combination of member and bill. We will simplify
this by looking at only one vote in the Senate, however, so that each line will represent a
senator.

Questions

1. (4%) Open the data and make sure that the command for doing so is in the command
file.

2. (5%) Select only those cases where the value for the votebill variable is equal to
“106S98”.2

3. First, we will investigate the relationship between party membership and being a veteran.

(a) (4%) Produce a pie chart of the Veteran variable and interpret in one or two
sentences. This variable is coded as 1 for veterans and 0 otherwise.

(b) (5%) Produce a cross table of whether Democrats are more or less likely than
Republicans to be veterans. Party preference is encoded in the party variable,
where 100 represents Democrats and 200 Republicans. Calculate appropriate
percentages—either row or column percentages, but not both—and (5%) argue
why these are the appropriate percentages. (5%) Interpret the results in a few
sentences.

(c) (5%) In the above analysis, which variable is the dependent and which the inde-
pendent variable. Why? (Note: The choice is not obvious, so your argumentation
why determines whether you give the correct answer.)

4. Next we will look at the relationship between gender and ideology, where we make use of
the so-called NOMINATE scores (Poole and Rosenthal, 1997; Hildebrandt, Hillebrecht
and Holm, 2013, 256–257), which are captured in the ideology variable in the data
set. As is stated in Hildebrandt, Hillebrecht and Holm (2013, fn. 9): “As a point of
reference, George W. Bush’s NOMINATE score is 0.9; Barack Obama’s is -0.4.”

(a) (4%) Produce a boxplot of the ideology variable and interpret the distribution of
the variable.

(b) (4%) Produce a histogram of the ideology variable and interpret the distribution.

(c) (5%) Calculate the mean, median, variance and standard deviation of the ideology
variable.

(d) The mean is quite different from the median, while both are measures of centrality
of the variable. (5%) Discuss why they are different and what this difference
implies about the distribution of the variable.

2You can find more about this particular vote in an online news article at the time:
http://edition.cnn.com/ALLPOLITICS/stories/1999/05/04/kosovo.congress/.
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(e) (5%) Produce a graph with two boxplots, side-by-side, to investigate the relation-
ship between Gender and ideology. In the Gender variable, 1 is male, 0 female.
What do you conclude?

5. In the next step we will evaluate the relationship between the vote in the 1992 presi-
dential elections in the senator’s district and his or her voting behaviour in the Senate.

(a) (5%) Recode the DemocVote92 variable to create two categories, “Democrat”
for those who have a majority of the votes for Clinton in the 1992 elections (i.e.
DemocVote92 is greater than or equal to 50) and “Republican” for others.

(b) (5%) Produce a cross table of whether senators representing districts with majority
support for Clinton are more or less likely than those from other districts to vote
in favour of the bill. The latter is captured in the Vote variable, which is 1 if the
senator voted in favour, 0 otherwise. Calculate appropriate percentages—either
row or column percentages, but not both. (5%) Interpret the results in a few
sentences.

6. Finally, we will look at the relationship between the number of foreign born citizens
in a district (foreignborn) and the percentage support for Bill Clinton in the 1992
Presidential Elections (DemocVote92).

(a) (4%) Produce a scatterplot of DemocVote92 by foreignborn.

(b) (5%) Produce a scatterplot of DemocVote92 by the log of foreignborn. (Note:
SPSS and Stata users will first have to create a variable that represents the log of
the foreignborn variable.)

(c) (5%) Calculate the covariance and correlation between DemocVote92 and the
log of the foreignborn.

(d) (10%) In approximately 300–400 words, based on the above results, discuss your
interpretation of the relationship between the number of foreign born citizens in
a district and the percentage support for Bill Clinton in the 1992 Presidential
Elections.
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Grade conversion scheme
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Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade
UCD TCD UCD TCD UCD TCD UCD TCD

97-100% A+ A+ 85-87% B B 74-76% C- C 54-64% E+ D
94-96% A A 83-84% B- B 71-73% D+ C 44-53% E D
91-93% A- A 80-82% C+ C+ 68-70% D C 33-43% E- D
88-90% B+ B+ 77-79% C C 65-67% D- C 0-32% F F

Note that all results are entered in grades, not percentages, and the average score at the end
of the module is therefore also based on the grades, not the percentages.
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